64th ECCE General Meeting

Round Table “Building the future: The road to prosperity is always under construction”

09.30-10.00: Registrations

10.00-10.30: Opening Welcome Remarks by the TCG Representative Dr V. Bardakis

Opening Welcome Addresses by Mr A. Flavouraris*, Minister of State of Greece, Mr I. Xanthakos, General Secretary of Economy, Development and Tourism

10.30 -11.00: Engineering Challenges for a future Europe
Prof. F. Branco, former ECCE President, next IABSE President

11.00 -11.30: Planning, Designing and Scheduling Infrastructure Projects in Recession Times
Prof. (Em.) S. Lampropoulos, NTUA School of Civil Engineering

11.30-12.00: Coffee Break

12.00-12.10: Investment in infrastructure is also an investment in the EU economy
Dr V. Bardakis, President of the Civil Engineers Association of Greece

12.10-12.20: Crisis? This is the best starting point to success!
W. Szymczak, President of the European Council of Civil Engineers

12.20-12.30: The way to a sustainable construction sector: The contractors’ perspective
Dr A. Panas, General Secretary, Companies’ Sector of the Pan-Hellenic Association of Engineers Contractors of Public Works

12.30-13.00: Discussion on the matters, set by the speakers, Closure of the Round Table
by Mr A. Chatzidakis, TCG Representative

*(he has been invited)